[The diagnosis and treatment of isolated sphenoid sinus disease].
To detail the underlying symptoms and signs of patients with isolated sphenoid sinus inflammatory disease and enhance the initial diagnostic accuracy. 49 patients with isolated sphenoid sinus inflammatory disease were reviewed, and the outcomes of the endoscopic surgery were compared with the non-endoscopic surgery. In patients who underwent endoscopic sphenoidotomy, 31 were virtually free from symptoms and 5 still experienced mild headache and hyposmia but their radiographic finding had become normalized. None of them need re-operation within 6-48 months follow-up. However, in patients with non-endoscopic sinus irrigation, only one was free from the symptoms and 5 patients underwent re-operation because of recurrence. Nasal endoscopy and CT/MRI scan could provide a precise diagnosis for isolated sphenoid sinus disease and endoscopic surgery is valuable in its treatment.